R6sumb.-Les oscillations quantiques de la magn6toconductivit6 et de la force magn6to6lectrique sont calculbes dans un modSle de bande de conduction parabolique. L'on montre que la contribution principale 1 ces effets est due aux ascillations du temps de relaxation.
INTRODUCTION.-A strong magnetic field applied to the system of electrons causes the quantization of the electron energy spectrum. The quantum effects become particularly important at low temperatures and manifest themselves e.g. in the oscillatory behaviour of the magnetic susceptibility and transport coefficients as functions of the magnetic field H. The theory predicts that both the density of electron states p(EF) and the electron mean lifetime =(EF) at the Fermi energy EF will oscillate while changing magnetic field /1,2/. The density of states give the main contribution to the oscillations of susceptibility. In this communication we shall demonstrate that, at least for a simple model, the oscillations of the longitudinal magnetoconductivity are mainly due to the oscillations in the relaxation time. This effect will even be more pronounced in the longitu- 
